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Not just another travel Book about Antigua, Guatemala, this eBook is packed with authentic

experiences I made myself over the years.I came to Antigua first time six years ago to take

Spanish lessons on a friend’s recommendation.After the two weeks, I knew for sure I would

come back. Not only did I like the unequaled teaching system of the school.It was, above all,

the overall impression this beautiful colonial town with its friendly residents left with me.So only

two months later, I booked daily lessons in the same school for six month, and I was so

fortunate that the school offered me to live in a small private bungalow in the school gardens.

They sent me to an accommodating former school principal for having the best native meals

and enjoying a family like and welcoming acceptance.The next few European cold winters I

spent in Antigua with its year around spring climate.I wish I had known the Guatemalan

highlands where Antigua is embedded in long time before. The climate is so beneficial to my

health and only after one week staying here, all my back pains are gone.Now I am spending

more and more time here. This is now the first period I lived here more than twelve month

without leaving the country for longer than two weeks.The special geographic situation of

Guatemala on the Isthmus of Central America allows to reach the Pacific and Caribbean

beaches in two respectively four hours of public bus rides. On these beaches, a tropical climate

expects the beach lovers.Some of the facts presented in this book are:•How you can find the

best houses or apartmentsdefinitely not through real estate agents presenting you mostly the

far overpriced accommodations•Where to find the best sources for your daily needs•How to

deal best with the local business people.•How you will find the best Spanish schools.•Hospitals

that provide free service•And Hospitals you should avoid as they will charge you a fortune with

even minor service.•The best dentists who deliver first-class work for a fraction you are used to

get in USA or in Europe.•Links to many institutions and local resources for more

information.There is no book which gives you for 2.99 Dollars (+ taxes) such comprehensive

and detailed information.This is the reason this book made it repeatedly into the top seller lists

of Central American guides.So if you want to get first-hand knowledge of Antigua this book will

be the perfect source presenting in a concentrated way all you need to know about Antigua.For

more Information on Richards Writings please visit his Ebook Tops Author Page:http://

www.Ebook Tops.com/-/e/B00F3RPE8I

About the AuthorJessica Dunham lives in Phoenix with her husband and two spunky dogs, but

inherited a family summer home on Lake Champlain in Vermont. This seemed heavenly to her,

until she tried to imagine getting there from halfway across the country. Then it required some

effort and a little imagination. The only way to transport the herd from one place to another was

to pile into a Jeep and drive. That's is how she came to know and love the Mother Road, and

became an expert on the ins and outs of Route 66. She's since driven from Phoenix to

Vermont and back again six times, traversed the Southwest portion of Route 66 hundreds of

times, napped in leafy parks, slept in a wigwam and at a Best Western, camped in tents, dined

at mom-and-pop eateries, met strangers, and made friends in almost every town dotting the

famed highway. She's seen the sun rise over Illinois cornfields and watched it set over the

Pacific Ocean. After all this, she considers the beating heart of blacktop from Chicago to Santa

Monica home.Formerly a travel guide editor at Madden Media, Jessica is now a freelance

travel writer. Her writing has been featured in PHOENIX magazine, Valley Guide, Phoenix



Travel Guide, Arizona Visitor's Guide, Midwest Living, Phoenix New Times, Modern Luxury,

Annapolis Visitors Guide, Connecticut Visitors Guide, Runner's World, Jane, Discover South

Carolina, and more. Jessica is also the author of The Open Road: 50 Best Road Trips in the

USA. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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8 Reasons to Retire in Antigua Guatemala The Land of Eternal Spring by Richard

Riversky Copyright © 2013 by RJH PublishingAll rights reservedPublished in the United States

of America by RJH Publishing As you are receiving this booklet for free at this promotion or

later for a very low price I would appreciate if you could put a nice review on the Ebook Tops

sales page in return.You will help above all to propagate the progress of this beautiful

town.Thank you Edited by Camille Lee Cover by pro_ebookcovers TABLE OF

CONTENTSPrefaceThis is not a travel guide for AntiguaThe internationalityClimate and

weatherCurrency CommentCost of living in GuatemalaAffordable medical careA good

assortment of bars and restaurantsShoppingWalkability of AntiguaEvents in AntiguaParades

and fireworksSporting eventsMusical entertainmentMuseumsVista pointsOther

eventsConclusionLinksPreface Richard Riversky, author of many scientific books and articles,

is now preparing for his retired life.He has been a world traveler through his businesses as well

as in his private vacations.He has considered places where he’s stayed for longer periods of

time—to be locations where he could retire; there are other places he does not want to revisit

even for a weekend trip, like Nigeria or Haiti.These choices are all based on his own private

experiences, and he accepts without limits that others could be of opposite opinions.A place to

stay for retirement needs to be chosen on a number of different reasons that have to do with

the individual’s financial, health, or adventurous condition.Therefore, recommendations will be

made only for countries or cities where the author lived for a minimum of three to six

months.The responsibility is all on the person who makes the choice. He sincerely gives the

advice to spend a few weeks of vacation in the considered country. Only then can he or she (or

the both of them) see if it would be worthwhile to spend a good portion of their senior life out of

the country where they spent their childhood, education, and business life. Boston, Ma, USA,

October 2013 RJH Publishing This is not a travel guide for Antigua This booklet is not written

as a competition to all the travel books about Antigua Guatemala that are currently on the

market.There’s Fodor’s or Lonely Planet’s Guatemala, and then there is the very individual one

from Michael Sherer, Our Man in Antigua, or the very comprehensive book of Elisabeth Bell,

Antigua Guatemala, Its Heritage. I recommend the latter two if you’re considering staying

longer in Antigua, as they are very authentic and are written by people who’ve lived here for a

long time.I have found Antigua to be an excellent place to live and I would like to help others

who are considering retirement in another country in their decision about their future center of

life.Antigua is a tourist destination, but not in the negative sense of a “touristic” spot.What

makes Antigua so popular out of all of Guatemala and a valuable consideration for retirement, I

will try to describe in the following pages.The city of Antigua was founded in 1543, only 51

years after Columbus had set foot on the Caribbean islands.Antigua was the capital of Central

America, which stretched from the Yucatan Peninsula and then south to Costa Rica, for over

200 years. With Lima in Peru and Mexico City in Mexico, Antigua was one of the biggest cities

in the Americas.Palacio de los Capitanes. For more than 200 years the seat of the

Government of Central America. In the back the volcano Agua Antigua was destroyed by

several earthquakes in the late eighteenth century. At that time, it had 32 churches, 18

convents and monasteries, a university, and 7 Colleges. It had always been rebuilt until the late

1773 earthquake, which put the city into rubbles again.Only then was it decided to relocate the

capital to a supposedly safer area 28 miles east, where Guatemala City now stands. The now-

former capital became La Antigua Guatemala, the Old Guatemala, which is still its official

name.
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capital to a supposedly safer area 28 miles east, where Guatemala City now stands. The now-

former capital became La Antigua Guatemala, the Old Guatemala, which is still its official

name.Ironically the abandonment of Antigua as a capital is the reason Antigua retains much of

its colonial character; this helps the citizens to survive without exposure to industry and all the

disadvantages affecting the colonial character of the city. The internationality Antigua, despite



being a relatively small community of about 36,000 inhabitants, is an international place.

Alison D D, “a good depiction... 8 REASONS TO RETIRE IN ANTIGUA: Guatemala The Land

Of The Eternal Spring by Richard RiverskyI think the author gives a true picture of what it

would be like, to retire in Antigua. I grew up there and it is a beautiful and unique place, with so

much interest and a lot of fascinating people both locals and foreigners.I for some reason could

not see the photos on my kindle, but luckily I know what it looks like.”

michael berndt, “Focused,precise,and informative essentials for settling in Antigua. I was

looking for concentrated evidence about living conditions in Antigua, Guatemala. Many friends

who are planning to move to this colonial town in the Guatemalan Highlands are speaking

enthusiastically about this lively municipality.There is a lot of travel information available about

Antigua.Riversky has addedmany links in this book toparticulars for the transient traveler.What

I liked in this intelligentand focused written booklet were the facts from somebody who is living

there, knows the details, and tells reliably why he spends a substantial portion of his retirement

life in Antigua. Riverskydeliversallelements for important decisions.Focused, precise, and

informative essentials for settling in Antigua”

zzz, “Interesting read about day-to-day life in Antigua, Guatemala. Non-fiction. Well done,

informative and enjoyable read. This is not a travel guide, but is about residing in Antigua,

Guatemala. I had no idea Antigua is at 5000 feet elevation. I love the Mexican and Central

American cultures -- the color, pageantry, celebration and, passion. Read about day-to-day

living in this fascinating place.”

punkrockmuse, “Easy read- some useful info, but lacking detail. I would say are some useful

tidbits of information. The meatier knowledge you need as to why you shoul live there is

missing..I'm not sure I ever really got an answer other then "you know it's nice and cheap". I

would've liked to have more in-depth overview of the benefits of living in Antigua.”

Ines Himmelsbach, “Very helpful for traveling to and understanding Antigua, Guatemala. After

having travelled to Antigua, I can fully underline that this book is helpful for getting to know this

wonderful city and catch up on relevant information not found in every travel guide”

michael m. sherer, “First Class!. I've retired to Antigua, some 5+ years ago and this book

covers all the major reasons for being here. Anyone who wants perfect weather and the joys of

living in the most beautiful town in Central America will want this.”

Monika Franz, “Monika from Germany. Even iff you are just a Tourist ,it gives you a good view

and many good hints thanks a lot”

The book by Richard Riversky has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 9 people have provided feedback.
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